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Abstract

Point mutations in intronic regions near mRNA splice junctions can affect the

splicing process. To identify novel splicing variants from exome sequencing

data, we developed a bioinformatics splice-site prediction procedure to analyze

next-generation sequencing (NGS) data (SpliceFinder). SpliceFinder integrates

two functional annotation tools for NGS, ANNOVAR and MutationTaster and

two canonical splice site prediction programs for single mutation analysis,

SSPNN and NetGene2. By SpliceFinder, we identified somatic mutations affect-

ing RNA splicing in a colon cancer sample, in eight atypical chronic myeloid

leukemia (aCML), and eight CML patients. A novel homozygous splicing muta-

tion was found in APC (NM_000038.4:c.1312+5G>A) and six heterozygous in

GNAQ (NM_002072.2:c.735+1C>T), ABCC3 (NM_003786.3:c.1783-1G>A),
KLHDC1 (NM_172193.1:c.568-2A>G), HOOK1 (NM_015888.4:c.1662-1G>A),
SMAD9 (NM_001127217.2:c.1004-1C>T), and DNAH9 (NM_001372.3:c.10242+
5G>A). Integrating whole-exome and RNA sequencing in aCML and CML, we

assessed the phenotypic effect of mutations on mRNA splicing for GNAQ,

ABCC3, HOOK1. In ABCC3 and HOOK1, RNA-Seq showed the presence of

aberrant transcripts with activation of a cryptic splice site or intron retention,

validated by the reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in

the case of HOOK1. In GNAQ, RNA-Seq showed 22% of wild-type transcript

and 78% of mRNA skipping exon 5, resulting in a 4–6 frameshift fusion con-

firmed by RT-PCR. The pipeline can be useful to identify intronic variants

affecting RNA sequence by complementing conventional exome analysis.

Introduction

It has been estimated that one third of the hereditary

genetic diseases as well as many forms of cancer are

caused by mutations resulting in the generation of altered

transcript (Krawczak et al. 1992; Skotheim and Nees

2007; Fackenthal and Godley 2008; Gutierrez-Enriquez

et al. 2009; He et al. 2009). Point mutations in intronic
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regions near mRNA splice junctions can affect mRNA

splicing, altering the resulting RNA sequence and can

have a profound effect on protein expression (Asselta

et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2006; Wang and Cooper 2007).

The presence of well characterized donor and acceptor

sites for RNA splicing at intron–exon borders makes these

regions interesting targets for mutational screening

analyses. Point mutations occurring in these regions typi-

cally lead to intron missplicing causing exon skipping or

activation of cryptic splice sites. In cancer samples the

molecular characterization of in-frame or out-of-frame

splicing variants can potentially assist in the dissection of

the oncogenic pathways.

In whole-exome sequencing techniques, the coverage of

the intron–exon borders is typically high, usually compara-

ble to that in exonic regions. There are many available tools

that predict the functional effects of coding variants (Ra-

mensky et al. 2002; Chun and Fay 2009; Kumar et al. 2009;

Adzhubei et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2011) at whole exome-

sequencing level and many more that analyze intronic

splicing at single query level (Houdayer et al. 2008). How-

ever, an automated detection and functional prediction

procedure of splicing variants from high-throughput

sequencing data (HTS) is lacking. In order to identify novel

and in-frame or out-of-frame splicing variants, we imple-

mented a bioinformatics splice site prediction procedure to

analyze next-generation sequencing data (SpliceFinder).

SpliceFinder (https://sites.google.com/site/splicefinder/)

approach is based on two main steps. In the first step we

annotate the variations detected by whole-exome sequenc-

ing and we predict from the nonexonic variants those with

a damaging effect on RNA splicing in cancer samples and in

the second step we confirm the splicing variants prediction

by using two canonical splice-site analysis tools developed

for single mutation analysis. Only the predictions found by

three programs were accepted as putative splicing variants

and sequenced by Sanger method. We assumed that three

similar outcomes are able to predict the damaging effect on

RNA splicing as previously proposed in the decision tree

for single query analysis (Vreeswijk et al. 2009).

In addition, to assess the phenotypic effects of the

somatic mutations on mRNA splicing and gene expres-

sion level, we combined the DNA mutational screening

analysis with RNA-Seq profiles on leukemic cells. The

RNA splicing maps were obtained by using TopHat

(Trapnell et al. 2009), a splice junction mapper algorithm,

and the whole-gene expression profile analysis was per-

formed by SAMMate (Xu et al. 2011). When possible we

confirmed the novel mRNA splicing by reverse transcrip-

tion-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).

To test the ability of SpliceFinder to identify splicing

variants, we initially analyzed the whole-exome sequenc-

ing data from a colon cancer sample matched to periph-

eral blood (PB) as control sample that surprisingly did

not show coding variants in genes associated with colon

cancer such as APC and b-catenin. By using our proce-

dure we identified a novel somatic, intronic mutation

affecting a splicing site in APC. Then we applied the

SpliceFinder to whole-exome sequencing data from eight

chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) and eight atypical

chronic myeloid leukemia (aCML) (Vardiman et al. 2009)

patient samples including matched autologous normal

lymphocytes; RNA-Seq data were used to evaluate the rel-

ative mRNA abundance (SRA061202, GSE42146) and the

splicing gene profiles.

We conclude that this procedure allows the identification

of novel splicing mutations in cancer genomes and we show

the applicability of SpliceFinder as a tool to complement

exome analysis to identify gene splicing abnormalities.

Materials and Methods

Patients and samples

A formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) colon cancer

sample with a percentage of tumoral cells greater than

80% (evaluated at the microscope by the anatomical

pathologist) was compared with the PB of the same

patient used as negative control.

For the eight CML and eight aCML cases, bone mar-

row or peripheral blood were collected at diagnosis after

informed consent, before any therapy. CML patients

showed the BCR-ABL fusion gene and aCML patients

showed normal cytogenetic analysis. The diagnosis of

aCML were performed according to the WHO classifica-

tion (Vardiman et al. 2009).

Myeloid cells were evaluated by fluorescence-activated

cell sorting (FACS) analysis and constituted more than

80% of total cells. Lymphocytes, obtained from PB sam-

ples of patients in remission or culturing cells with

2,5 lg/mL Phytohemagglutinin-M (PHA-M) (Roche

Diagnostics GmbH, Germany) and 200 UI/mL Interleu-

kin-2 (IL-2) (Aldesleukin, Novartis – Switzerland) for 3–
4 days followed by 2–3 weeks incubation with only IL-2,

were used as normal cells. The phenotype was evaluated

by FACS analysis and lymphoid cells resulted to be more

than 80% of the total.

Exome sequencing

Genomic DNA from the FFPE tissue block was extracted

with RecoverAllTM Total Nucleic Acid Isolation kit

(Ambion, 2130 Woodward Street, Austin, TX 78744)

using 5 9 5 lm unstained sections. Genomic DNA from

leukemic cells and normal lymphocytes was extracted with

PureLinkTM Genomic DNA Kit (Invitrogen, Life technol-
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ogy, Grand Island, NY). The exome libraries were gener-

ated starting from 1 lg of gDNA (2 lg for the FFPE sam-

ple) and using Illumina TruSeqTM Exome Enrichment Kit

(FC-121-1008; Illumina, San Diego, CA) with fragment

size of 200–300 bp. The libraries were sequenced using the

Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx, with 76 bp paired-end

reads and the Illumina TruSeqTM SBS kit v5 (FC-104-

5001).

RNA sequencing

Total RNA was extracted from leukemic cells with

TRIzol� Reagent (Invitrogen, Life technology, Grand

Island, NY). The libraries were prepared using Illumina

Tru-SeqTM RNA Sample Preparation Kit (FC-122-1001)

protocol starting from 2 lg of total RNA with fragment

size of 400–500 bp. The libraries were subsequently

sequenced using an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx with

76 bp paired-end reads and the Illumina TruSeqTM SBS

kit v5 (FC-104-5001).

Whole-exome sequencing analysis

Image analysis and base calling were performed using the

Illumina Real Time Analysis Software RTA v1.9.35. The

binary bcl files were converted to qseq by using the Off-

Line Basecaller OLB v1.9.0. Qseq files were deindexed and

converted in the Sanger-FastQ file format using in-house

scripts. FastQ sequences were aligned to the human

genome database (NCBI36/hg18) using the Burrows–
Wheeler-based BWA alignment tool (Li and Durbin

2009) within the Galaxy framework (Giardine et al. 2005;

Blankenberg et al. 2010; Goecks et al. 2010). The

alignment files in the SAM format were analyzed

by SAMtools (http://samtools.sourceforge.net/, [Li et al.

2009]). Uniquely mapped reads, with a mapping quality

major than 30 and mapped in proper pair were accepted

for the downstream analysis. Duplicated paired-ends reads

were excluded from the analysis, the results were then

converted in the Pileup format.

Pipeline for somatic mutations discovery

Pileup data generated from paired cancer and control

samples were cross-matched to identify the candidate

somatic mutations, as variations occurring only in the

cancer genome but not in paired control sample, by using

in-house software in C# language (Piazza et al. 2013). To

obtain robustness of mutation detection we filtered

variations in cancer pileup file with read coverage ≥20,
frequency of substitution ≥6, percentage of substitution

≥25%, Phred (Ewing and Green 1998) read quality

score ≥30, corresponding to a probability of incorrect

base ≤0.001. Finally, variations present in matched healthy

pileup file with a frequency lower or equal than 10% were

tolerated.

Splice-site prediction analysis

SpliceFinder is a method for rapid functional prediction of

splicing variants starting from a large set of somatic muta-

tions obtained by whole-exome sequencing analysis. The

SpliceFinder methodology is a bioinformatics integrated

procedure based on two public functional annotation tools

for HTS analysis, ANNOVAR (Wang et al. 2010) and

MutationTaster (Schwarz et al. 2010) and two canonical

splice-site prediction software programs for single splicing

analysis, SSPNN (http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/splice.

html, Reese et al. 1997) and NetGene2 (http://www.cbs.

dtu.dk/services/NetGene2/, Brunak et al. 1991; Hebsgaard

et al. 1996). In order to obtain the noncoding mutations

near exon–intron border we used ANNOVAR software (vs

2013 Feb11) and to predict the splicing variants that

affected physiological splicing we used MutationTaster

software based on statistical Naive Bayes classifier. We then

confirmed the results by querying SSPNN and NetGene2

using default parameters. Only the predictions found in all

three programs were accepted as putative splicing variants

and sequenced by Sanger method.

Because we are interested in splicing variants analysis,

from all coding and noncoding annotated variants we col-

lected only the splicing variants within 20-bp of a splicing

junction, in conserved regions, not previously reported in

dbSNP or in 1000Genome Project and not in segmental

duplication regions. By using ANNOVAR we were able to

annotate the mutations at gene level; identify whether the

variant hits exons, introns, or splicing within 20 bp away

from an exon-intron boundary (default window size equal

to 2) or hits intergenic regions or noncoding RNA genes;

identify variants that are reported in dbSNP130, or are

common SNPs (MAF >1%) in the 1000 Genome Project

(pilot data 2010 July release) and discover variants in the

most conserved genomic regions among 44 vertebrate

species or in segmental duplication regions (likely to be

affected by genotype calling issue). The 44 species conser-

vation track (phastConsElements44way) was used as a

measure of evolutionary conservation among 44 verte-

brate species.

Then, to predict the splicing mutations that affected

donor and acceptor splice sites and to evaluate the effi-

ciencies of physiological splicing sites in mutant genomic

sequence we used MutationTaster that is able to predict

the disease-causing potential on both exonic and nonex-

onic variants. This is a next-generation sequencing tool

for a rapid evaluation of thousands of DNA sequence

alterations and NGS data and it has the advantage to ana-
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lyze both exonic and nonexonic variants such as splice

sites, poly(A) signal, Kozak consensus sequences. In addi-

tion, MutationTaster evaluates the disease-causing poten-

tial of DNA sequence alterations based on statistical naive

Bayes classifier trained and validated on known models of

disease mutations and polymorphisms effects (Hand and

Yu 2001). MutationTaster calculates the probability of an

alteration to be either a disease causing mutation or a

neutral variant. A probability value of prediction close to

1 means a high-quality prediction. In order to pickup

the most probability splicing variants, we analyzed the

sequence alterations identified in the previous step by the

batch query analysis, which is also able to report the clas-

sification prediction of disease causing or polymorphism,

the probability of prediction, the dbSNP annotation,

HapMap genotype frequency, evolutionary conservation

score, and the protein features that can be affected. To

run the batch query analysis, we converted the physical

genomic position from the NCBI36/hg18 to the GRCh37/

hg19 build by the Lift Genome Annotations tool in

Human Genome Browser (UCSC, http://genome.ucsc.

edu) and then we ran a batch query analysis by Query-

Engine system (http://www.mutationtaster.org/StartQuery

Engine.html). In our analysis we accepted as a true posi-

tive or good candidate the putative splicing variants with

a probability of disease causing prediction greater than

0.9 not yet annotated in dbSNP and preferably in a con-

served evolutionary region.

In the next steps, the splicing predictions accomplished

by MutationTaster were also confirmed by two other

splice-site analysis tools that are currently used to predict

the presence and efficiencies of splice donor and acceptor

sites on single queries. We assumed that a similar outcome

of three different prediction software would be sufficient

to predict the damaging effect of splicing somatic variant

on pre-mRNA splicing, as suggested in the decision tree

for the single query analysis (Vreeswijk et al. 2009). Then,

the efficiencies of constitutive donor and acceptor sites

were evaluated in the wild type and mutant sequence by

querying SSPNN and NetGene2 by using default parame-

ters. The output was accepted if a constitutive splice site

was recognized. Finally, all the putative splicing variants

were checked for absence in dbSNP and in COSMIC (For-

bes et al. 2010), and then confirmed by Sanger sequence.

Transcriptome sequencing analysis

Image analysis and base calling were performed using the

Illumina Real Time Analysis Software RTA v1.9.35. The

binary bcl files were converted to qseq by Off-Line Basec-

aller OLB v1.9.0. Qseq files were deindexed and converted

in the Sanger-FastQ file format using in-house scripts.

FastQ sequences were aligned to the human genome data-

base (NCBI36/hg18) by TopHat algorithm (Trapnell et al.

2009) (vs 1.2.0), a splice junction mapper for RNA-Seq

data, that can map the reads across the junctions, by

using default parameters. The reads were mapped

according to the gene and splice junctions model

provided in the Human Ensembl annotation GTF

file (Homo_Sapiens.NCBI36.54.GTF) downloaded from

Ensembl release 54 (ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-54/

gtf/homo_sapiens/). TopHat aligns the RNA-Seq reads

through the genome using Bowtie (Langmead et al. 2009)

and then maps the initially unmappable reads (IUM) to

the known splice junctions sequences supplied by the

annotation GTF file. A splice junctions map for whole

transcriptome in CML and aCML patients was inferred

by TopHat, which allowed to identify the exon junction

map for wild-type and mutant sequence and visualized by

the Integrated Genomic Viewer (IGV) (Robinson et al.

2011) or UCSC Genome Browser. The novelty of aberrant

splicing mRNA were confirmed by manually inspection of

the Transcription database in Ensembl release 71 – April

2013. The quantitative gene expression profiles were esti-

mated by SAMMate (Xu et al. 2011) (vs 2.6.1) by using

default parameters. SAMMate calculates the expression

values for each gene taking into account the reads both

mapped on exons or on exon–exon junctions. The

expression values for paired-end data were measured in

Fragments Per Kilobase of exon model per million

mapped reads (FPKM) (Mortazavi et al. 2008) which is a

normalized measure of exonic read density and a measure

of concentration of a transcript. The human Ensembl

gene annotation file vs 54 was used to infer the expres-

sion values. Starting from the Binary sequence Alignment

Map file (accepted_hits.BAM) a matrix of FPKM expres-

sion values for 36,655 unique Ensembl Gene were

obtained by SAMMate.

Sanger sequencing

To validate the somatic point mutations identified by

whole-exome sequencing, two primers, upstream and

downstream the mutation, were designed using Vector

NTI software, and used in a polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) (FastStart High Fidelity PCR System, Roche

Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany) to amplify a

region of 200–500 bp. These amplicons were then

sequenced by Sanger Sequencing and the presence of the

mutation identified using Chromas 2 Software.

RT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted from leukemic cells with TRIzol�

Reagent (Invitrogen, Life technology, Grand Island, NY).

Onemicrogram of RNAwas retrotranscribed using theMul-
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tiScribeTM Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen, Life technol-

ogy, Grand Island, NY) according to manufactory protocol.

The cDNA obtained for CML patient no. (pt.) 1 was subse-

quently used for PCR amplification ofGNAQ (NM_002072)

using the following primers: GNAQ_ex4_fwd (5’-TACT

ATCTTAATGACTTGGACCG-3’) and GNAQ_ex6_rev (5’-

TCCATCATATTCTGGGAAGT-3’). Sanger sequencing of

the amplicon was performed using GNAQ_ex4_fwd primer.

The cDNA obtained for aCML pt. 6 was subsequently used

for PCR amplification of HOOK1 (NM_015888) using

the following primers: HOOK1_intr17_fwd (5’–CAG
TCTCCATGCTTTTTCTACC-3’) and HOOK1_ex19_rev

(5’–GCTTCAAGTTCATTGATCTTTTGTA-3’). Sanger seq-
uencing of the amplicon was performed using HOOK1_

ex19_rev primer.

Results

Splicing variant study

Standard whole-exome sequencing analysis performed on

a colon cancer specimen revealed the presence of 319

coding SNVs. Of them, 144 were annotated nonsynony-

mous and not reported in dbSNP by SIFT (Kumar et al.

2009). None of these variants occurred in genes associated

with colon cancer, such as APC and b-catenin. Therefore,
after applying our SpliceFinder procedure we were able to

identify a previously unreported somatic G->A transition,

affecting position +5 of the donor splice site in the intron

between exon 10 and 11 of APC (c.1312+5G>A, OMIM#

611731, NM_000038, NCBI36.1 nomenclature), with a

mutation rate of 81% (chr5:112,182,944-112,182,945;G/A)

compatible with an homozygous status. The absolute read

coverage in tumor and normal samples was, respectively,

90 and 63 and the mutation frequency was 73 and 0 (Fig.

S1). The loss prediction of constitutive donor site on

RNA splicing obtained by MutationTaster in the mutant

sequence (score 1) was confirmed by SSPNN and Net-

Gene2. Both tools recognized the canonical donor site in

the wild-type sequence (SSPNN score 0.93 and NetGene2

score 0.864) and the loss of constitutional donor site in

the mutant sequence affecting APC splicing.

Subsequently, we applied our SpliceFinder procedure to

a CML dataset where we found a total of 8 (pt. 1), 17

(pt. 2), 1728 (pt. 3), 896 (pt. 4), 631 (pt. 5), 1203 (pt. 6),

382 (pt. 7), 16 (pt. 8) somatic variations in noncoding

regions with minimum read depth equal to 20 and mini-

mum percent of mutation equal to 25% (Table S1). Of

them 1, 2, 96, 48, 64, 110, 32, 0 were localized within

20 bp from a splicing junction. Among these variants, the

splicing prediction analysis suggested the presence of

three splicing variants impacting the canonical AG/GT

splice sites, identified, respectively, in pt. 1, pt. 4, and pt.

5 (Table 1). No evidence of splicing variants could be

found by SpliceFinder in the other CML patients (pt. 2,

pt. 3, pt. 6, pt. 7, pt. 8).

In pt. 1, SpliceFinder analysis predicted the loss of a

donor splicing site near the 5’ donor, at position +1 in the

intron between exon 5 and 6 of the GNAQ (OMIM#

600998) proto-oncogene (NM_002072.2:c.735+1C>T,
NCBI36.1 nomenclature). The somatic variant was present

with a frequency of 35%. The presence of this mutation

was confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Fig. 1, Table S2).

RNA-Seq analysis showed that 78% of GNAQ mRNA effec-

tively skipped the upstream exon 5, resulting in a 4–6
frameshift fusion (Fig. 2, Fig. S2A, Table 2), which likely

destroys the GTPase activity of GNAQ. RT-PCR of tumor

mRNA showed the presence of two amplicons: of them,

one was in common with the matched control; the other

one, shorter than the wild type, was compatible with the

length of the exon skipping RNA and wasn’t present in the

matched remission RNA sample. By sequencing the two

tumor GNAQ transcripts, we found a wild type isoform

and a new fusion transcript arising from exon 5 deletion

resulted in a premature stop codon (Fig. 3, see M&M). No

evidence of GNAQ exon 5 deleted RNA was found in CML

patients who lacked the intronic mutation (Fig. S2B).

GNAQ is ubiquitously expressed in all tissues and it shows

high expression level (32.938 FPKM) in mutated sample

and falls at the 90th percentile among the gene expression

Table 1. Splicing prediction summary for CML and aCML samples.

Gene Patient ID Locus Mutation

Absolute

coverage

T (N)

Mutation

frequency

T (N)

Mutation

fraction

T(N) (%)

Splicing

prediction

GNAQ Ph+001 9,79599197,79599198,1,C/T c.735+1C>T 23 (65) 8 (0) 35% (0%) Donor lost

ABCC3 Ph+004 17,46100788,46100789,1,G/A c.1783-1G>A 59 (36) 30 (0) 51% (1%) Acceptor lost

KLHDC1 Ph+005 14,49265391,49265392,1,A/G c.568-2A>G 93 (14) 48 (1) 52% (7%) Acceptor lost

SMAD9 Ph-005 13,36325812,36325813,1,C/T c.1004-1C>T 27 (16) 14 (0) 52% (0%) Acceptor lost

HOOK1 Ph-006 1,60103421,60103422,1,G/A c.1662-1G>A 186 (153) 87 (0) 47% (0%) Acceptor lost

DNAH9 Ph-007 17,11715832,11715833,1,G/A c.10242+5G>A 37 (43) 19 (0) 51% (0%) Donor lost

Description of six splicing mutations according to NCBI 36.1 nomenclature. T (N), tumor and matched normal sample.
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values from the CML data set. The expression level is not

different in the patient with abnormal splicing compared

with the others (mean expression value of 42.885 FPKM in

GNAQ-unmutated CML samples). No skipping of exon 5

was found in additional aCML patients.

In pt. 4, we identified a somatic mutation near the 3’

acceptor splice site at position �1 in the intron between

exons 13 and 14 of ABCC3 (OMIM#604323) gene

(NM_003786.3:c.1783-1G>A); it was present with a fre-

quency of 51%. The somatic mutation was confirmed by

Sanger sequencing (Fig. S3A, Table S2). In this case,

SpliceFinder analysis predicted the loss of a physiologic

acceptor site causing exon skipping or an activation of a

new cryptic site. The RNA-Seq analysis showed that 58%

of ABCC3 mRNA was wild type, 37% retained intron

13%, and 5% was characterized by the presence of a new

cryptic splice site five bases within the exon 14 (Fig. S3B,

Table 2). No evidence of this event was found in CML

Myeloid cells Lymphoid cells

EX4EX5EX6

Figure 1. GNAQ (NM_002072.2:c.735+1C>T) splicing mutation near the 5’ donor splice site at position +1 in the intron between exons 5 and 6

in UCSC panel and somatic mutation frequency of 35% in IGV visualization. Below, the Sanger validation.
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and aCML patients not mutated in ABCC3 (Fig. S3C).

However, RNA-Seq did not show the splicing mutation

in retained intron sequence of pt. 4. The ABCC3 expres-

sion value was equal to 6.109 FPKM (58th percentile in

pt. 4) similarly to the mean expression value of ABCC3-

unmutated CML samples (mean expression value 5.403

FPKM, 62nd percentile).

In pt. 5, we found a splicing mutation in the KLHDC1

(OMIM#611281) gene (NM_172193.1:c.568-2A>G), near

the 3’ acceptor splice site at position �2 in the intron

between exons 6 and 7 with a frequency of 52%. The

Sanger sequencing confirmed the somatic mutation (Fig.

S4A, Table S2). SpliceFinder predicted a loss of acceptor

splice site (Table 2) but the low expression level of the

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) RNA-Seq read coverage of GNAQ (NM_002072) in Ph+001. (b) RNA-seq showed 28 junction reads between exon 4 and exon 6

resulting in exon 4 to exon 6 frameshift fusion (78% mutant sequence), five junction reads between exons 5 and 6, and three junction reads

between exons 4 and exons 5 (22% wild-type sequence).

Table 2. Point mutations within splice sites and their effect on mRNA splicing scored by MutationTaster, SSPNN, and NetGene2 (NCBI36.1

nomenclature).

Gene

Patient

ID Mutation

Mutation

Taster

SSPNN

w.type/

mutant

NetGene2

w.type/

mutant

Exon

length

(bp)

Reads

counts

(nr)

RNA-seq

expression

level (FPKM) Comment

GNAQ Ph+001 c.735+1C>T 1 1.00/– 0.997/– 2160 2843 32.938 22% wt RNA, 78% skipping ex51,

out of frame

ABCC3 Ph+004 c.1783-1G>A 1 0.91/– 0.390/– 5155 859 6.109 58% wt RNA, 37% intron retention,

5% activation cryptic site, out of

frame

KLHDC1 Ph+005 c.568-2A>G 1 0.93/– 0.946/– 2644 72 0.939 Low expression

SMAD9 Ph-005 c.1004-1C>T 1 0.98/– 0.988/– 5558 42 0.379 Low expression

HOOK1 Ph-006 c.1662-1G>A 1 0.94/– 0.877/– 5861 344 3.767 58% wt RNA, 42% intron retention,1

mutation detected by RNA-Seq, out of

frame

DNAH9 Ph-007 c.10242+5G>A 0.999 0.95/– 0.949/– 14087 0 0 Not expression

Transcript quantification by RNA-seq analysis. –, the constitutive splice site is not recognized in mutant sequence.
1Data confirmed by RT-PCR.
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KLHDC1 gene (0.939 FPKM) in the leukemic sample pre-

vented us from generating a reliable exon junction map.

In the aCML data set we found 7, 135, 3, 74, 59, 128,

27, 45 somatic variations in noncoding regions, respec-

tively, from pt. 1 to pt. 8. Of them 2, 9, 0, 1, 1, 4, 1, 2

were localized within 20 bp from a splicing junction

(Table S1) and only three were predicted damaging the

constitutive splice site. Using SpliceFinder to analyze

aCML samples, these three novel splicing variants

impacting the canonical AG/GT splice sites were identi-

fied for pt. 5, pt. 6, and pt. 7 (Table 1). All mutations

were confirmed by Sanger method. In the other aCML

patients (pt. 1, pt. 2, pt. 3, pt. 4, pt. 8) no splicing vari-

ants were found.

In pt. 5 we identified a splicing mutation near the 3’

acceptor splice site at position �1 in the intron 5 between

exons 5 and 6 of the SMAD9 (OMIM#603295) gene

(NM_001127217.2:c.1004-1C>T), causing a loss of accep-

tor site. Despite the very high frequency of mutation 52%

(Table 1, Fig. S4B and Table S2) the presence of a low gene

expression (FPKM = 0.379) prevented us from building a

reliable splicing map. The mean expression value in

SMAD9-unmutated aCML samples was 0.538 FPKM.

In pt. 6 the sequencing analysis identified a splicing point

mutation near the 3’ acceptor splice site at position �1 in

the intron between exons 17 and 18 of HOOK1 (OMIM#

607820) gene (NM_015888.4:c.1662-1G>A) with a fre-

quency of 47% (Table 1, Fig. S5A and Table S2). Splice-

Finder analysis predicted the loss of a physiologic acceptor

site (Table 2). RNA-Seq analysis was able to detect the

intron mutation in five reads spanning the intron–exon
junction confirming the presence of two splicing profiles:

the wild-type mRNA and the altered HOOK1 mRNA

caused by a loss of constitutive acceptor splice site resulting

in an intron retention. RNA-Seq analysis showed the pres-

ence of intron retention in 42% of the reads mapping the

splicing junction (Fig. 4) and the splicing mutation result-

ing in a frameshift. Overall, the HOOK1 expression level

(3.767 FPKM, 51st percentile in pt. 6) was not different in

pt. 6 compared with the other aCML samples (mean 4.518

FPKM, 55th percentile). Although other aCML cases

showed reads mapping in intron 17, corresponding to the

annotated processed transcript ENST0000046680 (Fig.

S5B), the presence of the mutation and the absence of the

wild-type guanine in the retained intron sequences indicate

that in pt. 6 the HOOK1 mutation is able to shift the equi-

librium in favor of the intron retention splicing variant

(Fig. 4a). Sequencing of the amplicon confirmed the pres-

ence of the heterozygous somatic variant and absence of

the wild-type nucleotide, as expected (Fig. 4b).

The third somatic mutation affected position +5
(NM_001372.3:c.10242+5G>A) of the donor splice site of

DNAH9 (OMIM# 603330) intron 52 in pt. 7. The frequency

of this variant in whole-exome sequencing analysis was 51%

(Fig. S4C, Table S2). SpliceFinder analysis predicted a loss of

donor site (Table 2), however, RNA-Seq analysis showed no

expression of DNAH9 gene and very low mean expression

value in other aCML patients (0 FPKM in pt. 7 and mean

expression value of 0.019 FPKM in others aCML patients).

Discussion

Several studies of leukemia and solid tumors focused the

analysis on coding regions to find driver mutations

(Stratton et al. 2009; Morin et al. 2010; Papaemmanuil

et al. 2011; Yan et al. 2011; Landau et al. 2013; Piazza

et al. 2013). In this study, we demonstrate the potential

of whole-exome sequencing coupled with RNA-Seq for

the identification and validation of splicing site mutations

in cancer genomes. This combined approach, based on

the identification of splicing sites mutations by exome

sequencing and subsequent validation of abnormal tran-

scripts with RNA-Seq, allows the implementation of a

high-throughput pipeline for the selection of the func-

EX4

EX5

(a)

(b)

EX6

Figure 3. (a) PCR product of GNAQ (NM_002072) (from exon 4 to

exon 6) from cDNA of tumor and matched remission Ph+001 sample

showed the presence of different bands: the wild type one (417 bp)

and the shorter aberrant one (287 bp) present only in the tumor

sample. (b) Sanger sequencing of the aberrant GNAQ product

showed complete loss of exon 5.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) RNA-seq read coverage of HOOK1 (NM_015888) in Ph-006. RNA-seq showed seven junction reads between exon 17 and exon 18

(58% wild-type sequence) and five reads mapping on the acceptor site (42% intron retention) and carrying the splicing mutation. (b) Sanger

sequencing of the aberrant HOOK1 product showed the presence of the mutated base (adenine) and the absence of the wild-type guanine in the

retained intron sequence meaning that the intron retention is exclusively caused by the mutation.
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tional splicing variants that are present in a cancer gen-

ome. Moreover, the combined use of exome sequencing

and RNA-Seq allows to couple the identification of splic-

ing variants to other analyses that are critical to thor-

oughly define the genomic landscape of cancer and

leukemias, such as the identification of somatic variants

in the coding regions (Larson et al. 2012; Roth et al.

2012; Cibulskis et al. 2013), the copy number and

LOH analyses (Love et al. 2011; Sathirapongsasuti et al.

2011; Koboldt et al. 2012), the fusion detection

(Sboner et al. 2010; Li et al. 2011; McPherson et al. 2011;

Piazza et al. 2012) and the transcriptional analyses (Mort-

azavi et al. 2008; Trapnell et al. 2010; Garber et al. 2011;

Tarazona et al. 2011).

By using our pipeline, we were able to identify a previ-

ously unreported homozygous somatic variant in a colon

cancer sample predicted to affect APC splicing and six

novel somatic mutations with a predicted effect on

splicing in leukemic samples.

APC is a well-known target during the early stages

of colon cancer: truncation of the APC protein occurs

in >80% of colorectal cancers (CRC) (Rowan et al.

2000) and it is associated with the initial stages of onco-

genic transformation (Kinzler and Vogelstein 1997; Jones

et al. 2008), which suggests a functional role for our

newly identified splicing variant. The c.1312+5G>A
variation in APC was absent from dbSNP and COSMIC

(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/genetics/CGP/cosmic/) databases.

COSMIC has cataloged many confirmed somatic varia-

tions in APC, coding and intronic mutations (0.6%). Of

them, the transversion (c.1312+4T>G) and the transition

(c.1312+2T>C) affected, respectively, position +4
(chr5:112,182,943-112,182,944, genomic position NCBI36)

(Vasovcak et al. 2011) and position +2 (112,182,941-

112,182,942, genomic position NCBI36) (Nishisho et al.

1991) near the donor splice site of intron 10. The transition

was reported as homozygous in (Miyoshi et al. 1992).

SpliceFinder identified heterozygous splicing mutations

in the conserved regions of the GNAQ, ABCC3, KLHDC1

genes in CML and HOOK1, SMAD9, DNAH9 genes in

aCML patients. All the somatic mutations were confirmed

by Sanger method. None of these intronic mutations has

previously been annotated in dbSNP and implicated in

cancer development (COSMIC). It is notable that most of

the variants are clustered in conserved regions within the

consensus splicing sequences, thus impacting the canonical

AG/GT splice sites similarly to what is already observed in

APC. As most mutations will result in frameshift or in

premature termination of protein synthesis, it is likely that

they will have a deleterious effect on protein function,

although direct experimental validation of the biological

activity of the mutated protein has not been determined.

It is also possible that certain nontranslated alternative

transcripts may play a role in gene regulation (Lewis et al.

2003; Sorek et al. 2004; Skandalis et al. 2010).

In our study, RNA-Seq confirmed the power to

detect nucleotide variations in transcribed regions as

previously showed by several studies (Chepelev et al.

2009; Cirulli et al. 2010) even revealing the mutation in

intron–exon junction for HOOK1 gene, and the ability

for the characterization of alternative splicing patterns

(Trapnell et al. 2009; Ameur et al. 2010). By using

RNA-Seq sequencing information on junction reads of

the expressed genes, we were able to confirm whether

or not a mutation in the intronic splice sites resulted

in an real effect on RNA splicing. We reconstructed the

splicing of GNAQ, ABCC3, and HOOK1 and we con-

firmed the splicing prediction analysis based on geno-

mic DNA analysis. The expression level of the aberrant

and the wild-type transcripts was similar for GNAQ

and HOOK1, but lower in ABCC3. A deeper RNA-Seq

sequencing will be needed to thoroughly assess whether

the mutant allele expression is similar to the wild-type

one. A lower expression level of the abnormal mRNA,

as detected in ABCC3, may be caused by the activation

of the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) path-

way that selectively and rapidly degrades the transcripts

harboring mutations and premature termination codons

(Johnson et al. 2012).

We evaluated the presence of aberrant splicing in

GNAQ gene caused by NM_002072.2:c.735+1C>T muta-

tion by RT-PCR. This analysis showed and confirmed the

presence of two different isoforms in the leukemic sample

compared to a single wild-type isoform in the paired

remission sample; the longer isoform corresponding to

the canonical one and the shorter one to the aberrant

transcript. The Sanger sequence of the short transcript

showed a frameshift splicing with loss of exon 5 in the

mutant sequence.

The GNAQ (NM_002072.2:c.735+1C>T) variant has

not been reported in literature while coding mutations

were extensively described. The most frequent somatic

mutation occurred in codon 209 in the RAS-like domain

(COSMIC). Q209 can cause complete or partial loss of

intrinsic GTPase activity, thereby locking the protein in a

constitutively active form (Landis et al. 1989; Kalinec

et al. 1992). In melanoma, Q209 resulted in constitutive

activation of GNAQ leading to activation of the MAPK

pathway (Van Raamsdonk et al. 2009). So far no acti-

vating mutations of GNAQ in leukemias have been

reported. In our case the out-of-frame deletion resulted

in a premature stop codon leading to the complete loss

of the GNAQ GTPase domain.

The presence of intron retention in HOOK1 caused by

NM_015888.4:c.1662-1G>A mutation was functionally

validated by demonstrating the exclusive presence of the
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mutated variant in the cDNA carrying the intron reten-

tion. Additional research is required to characterize the

biological effect of the resulting aberrant mRNA. How-

ever, the NM_015888.4:c.1662-1G>A mutation has not

been reported in literature. Moreover, so far COSMIC has

cataloged 28 HOOK1 somatic mutations in solid cancer

tissues but none was previously found in leukemia.

Among them, two splicing mutations affecting the donor

splice site are associated with lung cancer.

On the basis of the weak expression, we did not con-

sider further validation on KLHDC1, SMAD9, and

DNAH9 mutations. However, the absence of expression in

the cell population under analysis does not exclude a func-

tional role for that mutation. One of the critical features

of aCML (and classical CML) is that even if the leukemic

cells are no longer under the physiological control of the

cell cycle, they are still able to differentiate almost nor-

mally from the leukemic hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) to

the completely differentiated myeloid cell. This means

that, even if in presence of “clonal” cancer cells, the cancer

transcriptome profile is largely heterogeneous: a gene that

is not expressed in the majority of the differentiated leuke-

mic cells could still be expressed at high level in the rare

leukemic HSC. Testing this hypothesis, however, goes

beyond the scope of this work. Information about the role

of the mutated genes and their impact in solid cancer or

leukemia are obtained from the GeneCards (http://www.

genecards.org/) and the GeneRanker (http://cbio.mskcc.

org/tcga-generanker/index.jsp) databases (Table S3).

However, the variants identified here should be sub-

jected to extensive analyses to assess if the aberrant tran-

script translation product can be functional or

nonfunctional (Melamud and Moult 2009), to dissect

their potential phenotypic effects and to assess the clinical

significance of these variants in leukemias.

In conclusion, we showed the applicability of Splice-

Finder as a methodology to identify novel splicing vari-

ants and to select those true-positive intronic variants

that are predicted to affect RNA splicing. The combina-

tion of DNA analysis and gene expression profiling pro-

vides a powerful approach to identify new alternative

splicing events. This knowledge will form the basis for

better understanding the nature of cancer and to increase

the likelihood of identifying functional mutations in

patients (Grossmann et al. 2011).
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Supporting Information

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the

online version of this article:

Figure S1. APC (NM_000038.4:c.1312+5G>A) splicing

mutation detected by whole-exome sequencing. (A) Read

coverage in colon cancer sample and (B) in paired

peripheral blood sample.

Figure S2. Skipping of exon 5 of GNAQ in Ph+001 sam-

ple resulted from RNA-Seq data. (A) RNA-seq read cov-

erage in UCSC panel. RNA-Seq showed 28 junction reads

between exons 4 and 6 resulting in 78% of mutant

sequence and five junction reads between exon 5 and

exon 6 and three junction reads between exon 4 and exon

5 resulting in 22% of wild-type sequence. (B) GNAQ

splicing site in the other CML patients.

Figure S3. (A) ABCC3 (NM_003786.3:c.1783-1G>A)
splicing mutation near the 3’ acceptor splice site at posi-

tion �1 in the intron between exons 13 and 14 in UCSC

panel and somatic mutation frequency of 51% in IGV

panel. Below, the Sanger validation. (B) RNA-Seq read

coverage of ABCC3 (NM_002072) in Ph+004. RNA-Seq
showed 11 junction reads between exon 13 and exon 14

(58% wild-type sequence), seven reads mapping in intron

13 (37% intron retention) and one read (5%) mapping 5

bases within the exon 14. (C) ABCC3 splicing site in the

other CML and aCML patients.

Figure S4. Whole-exome and Sanger sequencing of

KLHDC1, SMAD9, and DNAH9 somatic mutations. (A)

KLHDC1 (NM_172193.1:c.568-2A>G) splicing mutation

near the 3’ acceptor splice site at position �2 in the intron

between exons 6 and 7 with a frequency of 52%. Below, the

Sanger validation. (B) SMAD9 (NM_001127217.2:c.1004-

1C>T) splicing mutation near the 3’ acceptor splice site at

position �1 in the intron between exons 5 and 6 with a fre-

quency of 52%. Below, the Sanger validation. (C) DNAH9

(NM_001372.3:c.10242+5G>A) splicing mutation near the

5’ donor site at position +5 in the intron between exons 52

and 53 with a frequency of 51%.

Figure S5. (A) HOOK1 (NM_015888.4:c.1662-1G>A)
splicing mutation near the 3’ acceptor splice site at posi-

tion �1 in the intron between exons 17 and 18 in UCSC

panel and somatic mutation frequency of 47%. Below, the

Sanger validation. (B) HOOK1 splice site in aCML data-

set.

Figure S6. (A–F)Whole-exome sequencing of wild-type

GNAQ, ABCC3, KLHDC1, SMAD9, HOOK1, and DNAH9

genes in normal lymphocytes, respectively, in patients

Ph+001, Ph+004, Ph+005, Ph-005, Ph-006, and Ph-007.

(G) Whole-exome sequencing of mutated HOOK1 in Ph-

006.

Table S1. Functional annotation summary of somatic

variants in CML (A) and aCML (B) patients by ANN-

OVAR. Exons, variant overlapping a coding exon; Splic-

ing, variant within 20 bp from a splicing junction; UTRs,

variant overlapping a 5’ untranslated region or a 3’

untranslated region; Introns, variant overlapping an

intron; Intergenic, variant in an intergenic region; ncRNA,

variant overlapping a noncoding transcript.

Table S2. PCR and sequencing primers used to validate

the somatic mutations identified by whole-exome

sequencing.

Table S3. Proteins encoded by six splicing mutated genes

in CML or aCML and correlation with other cancers.

Data taken from GeneCards, COSMIC, and GeneRanker

databases. The “Cancer” column indicates the cancer tis-

sues previously confirmed somatically mutated from

COSMIC database. *AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CLL,

chronic lymphocytic leukemia-small lymphocytic lym-

phoma; aCML.
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